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LP-1123
~OR~ER EMIGRANT INDUSTRIAL SAV INGS BANK INTERI8R, first f loor interior
consisting of the entrance vesTIDule, the main banking room up to
and including the cei I ing; and the fixtures and interior components
of these spaces , including but not I imited to, wa l I and cei I ing
s urfaces, f loor surfaces, pi e rs, t e l lers 1 cages, stained-glass
sky I ights, sculpture, clock and doorways; ~1 Chambers Street, Borough
of Manhattan. Bui It 1909-12; architect Raymond Almira! I.

La ndmark S ite:

Borou~h

of Manhattan Ta x Map Bloc k 153, Lot 1 in part.

On January 8, 1980 , the Landmarks Preservati on Commission held a pub I ic
hearing on the proposed designation as an Interior Landmark of t he
Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank first floor interior consisting of
the entrance vestibule, the main banking room up to and including the
cei I ing; and the fi xtures and inter ior components of these spaces,
in c luding but not I imited to,wal I and cei I ing surfaces , piers,
tellers' cages, st a ined-gl ass sky I ight s , scu lpture , clock a nd
doo rways (Item No . 16). The hearing was duly ad ve rti sed in accorda nce
with the provisions of law. Five witnesses spoke in favor of
des Jgnation. Two lette rs in favor of designat ion were also received.
There were no speakers in opposition to designation.
DESCRIPTION AND ANALYS IS
The main ba nking room of the former Em igr ant Indu strial Sav ings
Bank bui I ding is a grand and impressive interior space, fitted with
fine mate rials and beautiful ornament, designed to provide a
distinguished setting for banking functions. The bui !ding was
constructe d between 1909 and 1912 and was the third ba~k built
on this s ite for the Emi gra nt In dustri a l Sa vings Ba nk . We i !conce ived and ri c hly decorated, the bu i !di ng attests to the Beaux
Arts t r a ining of its archi tect , Raymond F. Almira ! I . Contemporary
architectural trends toward classicism we re reflected in the
detai I ing of the banking room where e lega nce and grace were
ach ie ved without overpowe rin g monume nta lity.
The Em igrant lndu str~a l Savings Bank was incorporated i n 1850,
Orga ni zed under the ausp ices of Bi s hop John Hughes and the Irish
Em igra nt Soc iety, it was intended to protect the saving s of . n e wly ~
a rrived immi gra nts (particularly th ose from Ireland) from
un sc rupul ous people who might take advantage of the ir n a vit~ . The
Ba nk opened in leased prope rty at 51 Chambers Street in OctobeG 1850
and unde r good ma nagement prospered and proved it se l f soun d, New
quarters were e rect ed on the s ite of the o ld bu i Id in g in 1858 . Th e
Ba nk continued to grow a nd s uccessfu lly wea the red the f inanc ia l pan ic
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of 1873 when several other financial institutions failed. During this
period, the Bank's Board of Trustees pursued a prudent course, and by
sel I ing United States Bonds, requiring written notice for withdrawal
of deposits, and even leAding the Bank . money from their own pockets
they were able to keep the bank sound] : By the end of 1873, the crisis
was over and con £ idence restored. Business grew to such aM extent
that by 1882 the bank had outgrown its space and more r bom was needed /
for banking operations. The property at 49 Chambers Street, extending
through to Reade Street was purchased. An eight-story, fireproof bank
and office building designed by Wi I I iam H. Hume and Little & O'Conner
was erected on the site in 1885-87. The building was faced with
granite with a rusticated base and a mansard roof. A large central
entrance opened onto the banking room which extended the ful I depth
of the building, from Chambers Street to Reade Street. The continued
expansion of the bank's operations through the years required the
addition of even more space. In 1907 the bank bought the adjoining
property at 43 to 47 Chambers Street through to 21 to 25 Reade Street,
and Raymond F. Almira! I was employed to design a new building for the
entire expanded lot.
Raymond F. Almira! I (1869-1939) was educated at Brooklyn
Polytechnic Institute, Cornel I University and the Ecole des Beaux
Arts in Paris, from which he was graduated in 1896. Upon his return
to this country, he became a member of the Society of Beaux Arts
Architects, as wei I as the American Institute of Architects. Early
in his career, Almira I I formed a partnership with John W. Ingle. They
are best known for the designs of the Binghamton (N.Y.) City Hal I
(1897-98), and The Ormande Hotel in Florida (1899). Almira I I went
on to design several hospitals including Fordham in the Bronx and Sea
View in Staten Island; numerous churches such as the Church of the
Nativity and St. Michael's Church, School and Rectory in Brooklyn
and Roman Catholic Churches in Glen Cove, Oyster Bay and Sea Cliff,
Long Island~ as wei I as homes for the aged for the Little Sisters of
the Poor, bui It thrc.ughout the New York area. He served as consulting
architect for the Brooklyn Library for ten years (1904-1914) and in
that capacity was responsible for the designs of the central bui I ding
as wei I as the Pacific, Prospect, Bushwick and Eastern Parkway
branches of that system. His abi I ity to manipulate large interior
sp aces in a majestic, but not overpowering way is evident in the
entrance and main hallway of the Brooklyn Central Library.
A great deal of Almira I I 's time and energy was spent on CIVIC
affairs. In 1900 he was appointed by Theodore Roosevelt to a
tenement house commission, which was responsible for many of the laws
begulatlng ·these apartments which later went into effect. After
serving in France in World War 1, he returned there in 1924 as the
representative of Wei les Bosworth, architect in charge of the
restorations of Versai I les and the Trianon for John D. Rockefeller,
Jr. He was later made a chevalier of the Legion of Honor for this work.2
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Almira! I worked on the design for the Emigrant Industrial Savings
Bank in ]908. Construction of the faci I ity was completed in 1912.
Rising fourteen stories, the bui I ding extended from Chambers through
to Reade Street. Above the r.ust i cated granite base of the first f Ioor,
the facade is of Indiana ., imestone. The roof I lne is richly ornamented
with carved figures and copper trim. The floors of the bui !ding above
the first story are arranged in an H-shaped plan with two courts to
atlow li ght and air into the offices. In addition to serving as the
Bank's headquarters, much of the office space was used for rental
purposes.
Entrance towhat was the main banking room is gained through a
pair of large bronze doors at the center of the Chambers Street
facade. These open onto a smal I entranceway with a geometricallypatterned marble flooring and a semi-circular screen in which three
revolving doors are set. This exterior side of the screen is faced
with bronze and decorated with garlands and gri I les containing the
Bank's initials.
The semi-circular entrance screen is faced on the interior with
the same stone as is on the wal Is, polished Arena Pola I imestone
from !stria, Italy. Each of the three revolving doors is surmounted
by an ornamental panel with a flat disk in the center, and a heavy,
beribboned garland. Above the screen sits a sculptural group composed
of a clock flanked by two draped and garlanded putti. A beehive
crowns the clock and helps to form the triangular composition.
To each side of the revolving doors are spacious anterooms
which receive I ight from the large windows in the Chambers Street
facade. The side wal Is of these anterooms are decorated by plain
stone panels edged with a Greek fret design; bronze plaques engraved
with the name and the dates the bank was founded and constructed
are fixed to these wal Is.
The large banking room extends from the revolving doors along the
main axis of the bui I ding, most of the way to Reade Street. It is
cut off at the far end by a broad marble staircase which descends
to a smaller entrance on the Reade Street level. The stairway is
edged by heavy squared balusters on a marble base. Behind this
balustrade, dark grey marble partitions define the rear of the banking
room, with office space behind them. This row of partitions is
crowned at its center by a curved bronze pediment. Its open tympanum
.; is ornamented with a cartouche inscribed with the letters "EISB"
surrounded by curving rinceaux.
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The central area of the room (a long rectangle) i s delineated by
six pairs of huge piers. The central two piers on each side are
freestanding while the two piers closest to each corner of the room
are joined by sections of wal Is, On the two corners closest to Reade
Street, these wal I sections contain door-ways made of bronze grl I lework
in marble frames, set in deep reveals. Above the doors are ba s
rei ief panels showing a beehive with three bees. This is a motif
which recurs throughout the bui I ding as a symbol of industry and
d iIi gence.
Recessed behind the large piers, on each side of the room, are
rows of tellers' cages. These cages are formed by partitions of
dark grey marble set with polished bronze gri I les, The piers between
each gri I le are crowned by antefixae in the form of double shek ls.
The gri IJes themselves contain classical elements in a wei !-balanced
composition. A wing- I ike form surmounts an entablature which rests
on two Doric columns. This central motif is encompassed by straight
bronze bars and the entire gri I le has a border of rinceaux.
Visible above and behind the tel lers 1 cage?, along the side
wal Is of the room, are two mezzanines. They are enclosed with
frosted glass set in a simple, geometrically-patterned bronze framework.
A richly carved cornice with a frieze of interlocked circles
inscribed with flowers runs along the walls all around the room. On
the side wal Is the cornice is located just below the mezzanines,
while in the front it continues as a ful I entablature around the
curved screen. It is interrupted at intervals by broad, engaged
pilasters.
The interior piers have simple pi lasters indicated on each
face, above which is a heavy, projecting entablature which encircles
the central part of the room. The cei I ing of this central section is
divided into three parts by elI iptical ly arched, coffered ribs, Above
the entablature at the Reade Street end of the central section, three
oval cartouches are spaced across the cei I ing. Each one has a
mask just below it and is surrounded b? garlands and ribbons.
Each of the three sections of the central cei I ing, plus the area
over the Chambers Street entrance contains large, oval, stained
glass skylights. Originally I it from above, the glass portrays
allegorical figures representing mining, engineering, chemistry,
manufacturing, banking, agriculture and transportation. Each of
these sky I ights has a border formed by a heavy garland of fruit and
foliage, and fl I Is most of its section of the cei I ing. The sides of
each cei I ing section are cut off by pane t s containing circular bronze
gri lies embellished by the letters "EISB". Each gri lie is flanked by
plasterwork composed of agricultural symbols such as ploughs, windmi I Is
and cornucopias.
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Along each side of the room the cei I ing is also divided into
smaller sections. Above each area of the vestibule, the plaln,
vaulted eel I lng contains a large rosette formed by several rows of
tol iate moldings and straignt spokes leading out to a heavy
garland. At one time these rosettes had chandeliers hanging from
their centers. Each section above the tellers' area ~on tains a
smal I rosette composed of an angular design emanating from foliate
moldings. A heavy entablature with a frieze of Greek frets
surrounds each of these side cei I in g divisions,
The floor of the room is laid with mosaic stone chips with a
geometric border design in dark marble. A large, circular
bronze and glass writing desk stands at the center of the main room.
It is quite ornate with a tal I post covered with foliate forms
rising from its center. Originally this post held some sort of
I ight fixture. The base is supported by elaborate s p iral brackets,
while smaller brackets. support the writLng surfaces. S mal~ , square
bronze desks are aft1xed to the large, free standing piers. These
writing desks were not a part of the original furnishings of the
room but were added sometime during its use as a banking room.3
Almira I I 's design for the Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank
reflected the architect's French training as wei I as the current
trends in American bui I ding. In the early years of the twentieth
century Americans were looking to the classical traditions to supply
th e ~ r bui I dings with grandeur and legitimacy.
An architect such
as Almira I I trained in the classical French tradition at the Ecole
des Beaux-Arts was wei I versed In the vocabulary and planning which
was so respected in this country. Another example of this architectural
style can be seen in the Surrogate's Court bui !ding, directly across
from the bank on Elk Street. This elegant Beaux Arts structure was
completed in 1907, shortly before work on the bank began.
During the first decade of this century pub I ic bul !dings such
as the court house were often designed with this type of classical
treatment. However, banks with vast, elaborately decorated banking
rooms did not become common In New York untl I the 1920's. During
these years the prot iflc firm of York and Sawyer turned out a number
of such banking faci I ities. Among these were the Bowery Savings Bank
(1923), the Greenwich Savinss Bank (1924) and the Central Savings
Bank (1926). Each of these have a central banking room conceived on
a grand scale, with either domed or vaulted cei I ings, luxurious
materials and elegant classical detai I ing. Many of the forms are
based on Renaissance precedents and the intended effect Is one of
fo rmality and monumentality. The banking room of the Emigrant
Industrial Savings Bank on the other hand, achieves a sense of
elegance without the same awesome splendor of the later banks.

The architect's superb sense of scale and division of spaces has
given the room a feel lng of grandeur without being overwhelming, The
classically inspired ornament is strategical Jy located to provide
a pleasing counterpoint to plain areas of the wal Is and eel I ing. Even
now the room retains its sense of dignity despite the intrusions
of hand-lettered signs and flourescent I ight fixtures added to
accommodate Its present users. The room is a beautiful reminder
that pub I ic spaces, for any type of commercial or civic function
can be treated with style and elegance.

Report prepared by Ylrgin ~ a Kurshan
Research Department
Typed by
Juanita Bryant
This project was funded in part with
the assistance of a preservation survey
and planning grant aurhorized by the
National Historic Preservation Act of
1966, administered by the U.S. Department of the Interior Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service; through
the New York State Office of Parks and
Recreation.
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1. Wi I I iam H. Bennett, A Chronological History of the Emigrant
Savings Bank, typescript, c, 1931, p. 5,
2. The National Cyclopedia of Americ~n Biography, (New York: James
T. White & Co., 1941), vol. 29, pp. 321~322,
3. These writing desks, as wei I as the chandeliers previously
mentioned as having hung from the eel I ing rosettes were not
shown in the pictures which accompanied the article on the
opening of the bank in Architecture and Bui Iding, 45 (January
1913), p. 17. In addition, the gri lies on the tellers'
cages shown in this article were different from those present
in the room today.
FINDINGS AND DESIGNATION
On the basis of a careful consideration of the history, the
architecture and other features of the bul ldtng, the Landmarks
Preservation Commission finds that the Emigrant Industrial
Savings Bank first floor interior consisting of the entrance
vest ibul e, the main banking room up to and including the eel I lng;
and thE: fixtures and inte rior components of these spaces ,
including but not I imited to, wal I and eel I ing surfaces, floor
surfaces, piers, tellers' cages, stalned~glass sky! lghts, sculpture,
clock and doorway have a special character, special historical and
aesthetic interest and value as part of development, heritage and
cultural characteristics of New York City, and the inte rior or
parts thereof are thirty years old or more, and that th e interior
i s one whi ch is customarily open and access i b le to the pub! ic , and
to which the pub! ic is customarily invited,
The Commission further finds that, among its important
qual !ti es , the main banking room of the old Emigrant Industr ial
Sa~ in gs Bank i s a grand and e legant interior space~ fitt ed with
fine mater ia ls and beautiful ornament~ designed to provide a
di stinguished setti ng for bank fu nction s ; that the Emigrant
Industrial Savings Bank was established in 1850 and was an
important aid to Irish immigrants settling in New York durinq
the second half of the 19th century; that this bui I ding, constructed
between 1909 and 1912, was the third one bui I~ on this site for the
bank and refl ects the popular use of the c lass ica l ie iom to supp ly
gra ndeur and legit imacy to contemporary bui !dings; that this bank
wa s a fore runne r of the la rge numbe r of vast , e laborate ly decorated
banking rooms which prol iterated in New York in the J920's; that
the banking room reflects the Beaux Arts training of architect
Raymond Almira! I an d hi s experience in institutional design and
pl a nnin g and s ucceeds in be in g majest ic with out be in g ove rwhe lming .
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Accordingly, pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 21 (formerly
Chapter 63) of the Charter of the City of Ne~ York and Chapter 8-A
of the Administrative Code of the City of New York, the Landmarks
Preservation Commission designates as an Interior Landmark the
Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank Interior consisting of the entrance
vestibule, the main banking room up to and including the eel I ing
and the fi xtures and interior components of these spaces, Including
but not I imited to wal I and eel I ing surfaces, piers, tel lers 1
cages, stained-glass skylights, sculpture, clock and doorways; 51
Chambers Street, Borough of Manhattan and de signates Tax Map Block
153, Lot 1 in part, as its Landmark Site.
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Former Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank Building Interior
51 Chambers Street, Manhattan
Built: 1909-1912
Architect: Raymond Almirall
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ATTACHMENT TO LP-1123
Landmarks Preservation Commission
July 9, 1985, Designation List 181
LP-1123A

(FORMER) EMIGRANT INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS BANK (now City of New York Parking
Violations Bureau Enforcement Division), first floor interior, consisting of the entrance vestibule,
the main banking room up to and including the ceiling; and the fixtures and interior components of
these spaces, including but not limited to, wall and ceiling surfaces, floor surfaces, piers, tellers'
cages, stained-glass skylights, sculpture, clock and doorways; 51 Chambers Street, Manhattan.
Landmark Site: Borough of Manhattan Tax Map Block 153, Lot 1 in part.
Designated a New York City Interior Landmark as Former Emigrant Industrial Savings
Bank Interior on July 9, 1985.
On May 14, 1996, the Landmarks Preservation Commission held a public hearing on the
proposed amendment of the Interior Landmark designation of the (former) Emigrant Industrial
Savings Bank (now City of New York Parking Violations Bureau Enforcement Division) interior
to incorporate the underscoring of the significant features identified in the Description section of
the designation report as specified in the Rules for Alterations to Designated Bank Interiors (Item
No. 6). The hearing was advertised in accordance with the provisions of law. Two witnesses
testified in favor of the amendment. Three representatives of various banks stated that they had no
objections to the proposed amendment. There were no speakers in opposition to the amendment.
Description of the Interior of the Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank*

Entranceway. Entrance to what was the main banking room is gained through a pair of large
bronze doors at the center of the Chambers Street facade. These open onto a small entranceway
with a geometrically-patterned marble flooring and a semi-circular screen in which three
revolving doors are set. The entranceway side of the screen is faced with bronze and
decorated with garlands and grilles containing the bank's initi als.
Banking Room. The semi-circular entrance screen is faced on the banking room side with the
same stone as is on the walls, polished Arena Pola limestone from !stria, Italy. Each of the three
revolving doors is surmounted by an ornamental panel with a flat disk in the center, and a heavy,
beribboned garland. Above the screen sits a sculptural group composed of a clock flanked by two
draped and garlanded putti. A beehive crowns the clock and helps to form the triangular
composition.

*This description has been excerpted and slight modified from the original designation report for LP-1123. The
plate numbers are those in the original report. Significant features in this interior space are underscored as
specified in the Rules for Alterations to Designated Bank Interiors. "Significant features" are defined in Section 902 of the Rules.

ATTACHMENT TO LP-1123
To each side of the revolving doors are spacious anterooms (originally bank officer space)
which recyive light from the large windows in the Chambers Street facade. The side walls of these
anterooms are decorated by plain stone panels edged with a Greek fret design; bronze plaques
engraved with the name and the dates the bank was founded and constructed are fixed to these
walls.
The large banking room extends from the revolving doors along the main axis of the
building, most of the way to Reade Street. It is cut off at the far end by a broad marble staircase
which descends to a smaller entrance on the Reade Street level. The stairway is edged by heavy
squared balusters on a marble base. Behind this balustrade, gray-green marble partitions define the
rear of the banking room, with office space behind them. This row of partitions is crowned at its
center by a curved bronze pediment. Its open tympanum is ornamented with a cartouche inscribed
with the letters "EISB" surrounded by curving rinceaux.
The central area of the room (a long rectangle) is delineated by six pairs of huge piers. The
central two piers on each side are freestanding while the two piers closest to each comer of the
room are joined by sections of walls. On the two comers closest to Reade Street, these wall
sections contain doorways made of bronze grillework in marble frames, set in deep reveals. Above
the doors are bas-relief panels showing a beehive with three bees. This is a motif which recurs
throughout the building as a symbol of industry and diligence.
Recessed behind the large piers, on each side of the room, are rows of tellers' cages. These
cages are formed by partitions of gray-green marble set with polished bronze grilles. The piers
between each grille are crowned by antefixae in the form of double shells. The grilles themselves
contain classical elements in a well-balanced composition. A wing-like form surmounts an
entablature which rests on two Doric columns. This central motif is encompassed by straight
bronze bars and the entire grille has a border of rinceaux.
Visible above and behind the tellers' cages, along the side walls of the room, are two
mezzanines. They are enclosed with frosted glass set in a simple, geometrically-patterned bronze
framework.
A richly carved cornice with a frieze of interlocked circles inscribed with flowers runs
along the walls all around the room. On the side walls the cornice is located just below the
mezzanines, while in the front it continues as a full entablature around the curved screen. It is
interrupted at intervals by broad, engaged pilasters.
The interior piers have simple pilasters indicated on each facade, above which is a heavy,
projecting entablature which encircles the central part of the room. The ceiling of this central
section is divided into three parts by elliptically arched, coffered ribs. Above the entablature at the
Reade Street end of the central section, three oval cartouches are spaced across the ceiling. Each
one has a mask just below it and is surrounded by garlands and ribbons.
2

ATTACHMENT TO LP-1123
Each of the three sections of the central ceiling, plus the ceiling area adjacent to the
Chambers Street entrance vestibule, contains large, oval, stained-glass skylights. Originally lit
from above, the glass portrays allegorical figures representing mining, engineering,
chemistry, manufacturing, banking, agriculture, and transportation. Each of these skylights
has a border formed by a heavy garland of fruit and foliage, and fills most of its section of
the ceiling. The sides of each ceiling section are cut off by panels containing circular bronze
grilles embellished by the letters "EISB." Each grille is flanked by plasterwork composed of
agricultural symbols such as plows, windmills, and cornucopias.
Along each side of the room, the ceiling is also divided into smaller sections. Above each
anteroom area, the plain vaulted ceiling contains a large rosette formed by several rows of foliate
moldings and straight spokes leading out to a heavy garland. Chandeliers hang from the rosettes. 1
Each section above the tellers' area contains a small rosette composed of an angular design
emanating from foliate moldings. A heavy entablature with a frieze of Greek frets surrounds each
of these side ceiling divisions.
The floor of the room is laid with mosaic stone chips with a geometric border design in
dark marble. A large, circular bronze and glass writing desk stands at center of the main room. It
is quite ornate with a tall post covered with foliate forms rising from the center. This post holds a
light fixture. 2 The base is supported by elaborate spiral brackets, while smaller brackets support
the writing surfaces. Small square bronze desks are affixed to the large freestanding piers. These
writing desks were not a part of the original furnishings of the room but were added sometime
during its use as a banking room.3

NOTES
1.

Historic chandeliers have been restored and suspended from the ceiling rosettes
subsequent to the Commission's designation in 1985.

2.

This historic light fixture has been restored and installed subsequent to the Commission's
designation in 1985.

3.

These writing desks, as well as the ceiling chandeliers suspended from the ceiling rosettes,
were not shown in the pictures which accompanied the article on the opening of the bank
in Architecture and Building 45 (Jan. 1913), 17. In addition, the grilles on the tellers'
cages shown in this article are different from those present in the room today.

3
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FINDINGS AND AMENDED DESIGNATION
The Landmarks Preservation Commission finds that the Interior of the (former) Emigrant
Industrial Savings Bank (now City of New York Parking Violations Bureau Enforcement
Division) has significant features as identified in the Description section of the designation report
(LP-1123) as designated by the Commission on July 9, 1985.
Accordingly, pursuant to the provision of Chapter 74, Section 3020 of the Charter of the
City of New York and Chapter 3 of Title 25 of the Administrative Code of the City of New York,
the Landmarks Preservation Commission amends its designation report to incorporate
underscoring of the significant features in the Interior identified in the Description section of the
designation report as specified in the Rules for Alterations to Designated Bank Interiors.
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